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Problems with developmental stability in two rodent species
from Chornobyl
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Abstract. Changes in developmental patterns are some of the most important effects that may be observed
at radioactively contaminated sites like those at Chornobyl. Developmental instability may arise from the
interactions between an organism's genotype and its environment and be manifested as deviant
morphology. Fluctuating asymmetry (FA) is a measure of deviations from the expected bilateral symmetry
of the body. Our objective was to test for differences in F A in two rodent species (Apodemus flavicollis and
Clethrionomys glareolus) that live in habitats suirounding the failed Chornobyl reactor. Rodents were
collected from four different locations (two contaminated and two reference sites), and a series of adult
skulls were photographed and 24 landmarks on each skull were located on digital images from
photographed skulls. F A was calculated from the differences in these landmarks on the right and left side
of the skull. Significantly more asymmetry (~2X) was observed in mice and voles living around Chornobyl
compared to those living at the uncontaminated reference sites. These are relatively large effects in
comparison to those previously found for plants and swallows. F A can be a cheap, easily determined and
sensitive indicator of radiation-induced stress in small mammals.
FA can be used to prioritize
environments for remediation efforts and to efficiently evaluate the effectiveness of the remediation efforts.

1. INTRODUCTION

i

Fluctuating asymmetry (FA) is an estimate of small and non-directional departures from the
expected bilateral symmetry [10]. FA provides an estimate of developmental stability, because
the two sides of a bilaterally symmetrical organism would share the same underlying genotype,
and therefore are expected to be identical in a favorable environment [6,9]. FA is expected to be
higher in populations exposed to significant levels of stress caused by anthropogenic
contamination [6]. FA can be estimated as the variance of a distribution among individuals of
the differences between the left and right sides.
Environmental radiation has imposed a significant level of stress on populations of
organisms living in the landscapes contaminated after the 1986 Chornobyl meltdown. However,
mammalian populations from Chornobyl have not been tested for FA despite the fact that they
live in the most contaminated areas around the failed reactor [1]. In the absence of data on
humans, small mammal populations can be used as a model for evaluating risks of radioactive
contarnination in human populations, because they are relatively sensitive to radioactivity. ^
FA can only be used as a reliable indicator of environmental quality when a substantial
number of reference populations with little or no known contamination are sampled. In this case,
it is essential to establish the background level of FA in a species using at least two reference
populations with no known contamination [7]. In addition, if FA is determined mostly by
environmental factors, different species should express similar levels of FA in the same localities
•fthey receive similar amounts of radioactive exposure.
.
Our overall objective is to determine whether asymmetry is elevated in radioactively
contaminated populations compared to that in reference populations of two rodents species
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common around the Chornobyl Nuclear Power Plant. Individual estimates for FA of size and
shape of skulls were calculated for each of 3 populations of Apodemus flavicollis and 3
populations of Clethrionomys glareolus. For each of the species we used a highly contaminated
population from Chornobyl, and two reference populations located north and southfromthe
radioactive area. We then tested for differences among populations in the amounts of FA
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
We collected 45 individuals of Apodemus flavicollis and 47 individuals of Clethionomys
glareolus from 3 locations in Ukraine (Table 1). The first population, trapped near (Moke
Lake, came from within the highly contaminated 10 km zone in close proximity to the failed
reactor. The captured animals at this site had large amounts of intramuscular contamination by
C s [8]. One control population came from a site approximately 350 km southwest of the
failed reactor. This population, Lysychyntsi, had no known radioactive contamination. Another
control population, Vyshenky, came from an uncontaminated location 200 km northeast of
Chornobyl.
Our study concentrated on the fluctuating asymmetry (FA) of skulls. Each specimen was
cleaned with dermestid beetles and dried. We took pictures of the ventral surface of each skull
with a 35mm camera using a ring flash to provide even lighting. Two pictures of each skull were
taken to account for the effects of placement on the measurement error. Photographs were
developed and scanned. Twenty-four evolutionary homologous landmarks were chosen on each
side of the skull to represent its entire surface in the same manner for both of the species.
Landmarks were independently placed on each of the pictures twice in a digitizing program
TPSDIG [12]. All of the statistical analyses were conducted using SAS 8.1 [14].
The FA of size and shape were estimated as described in Klingenberg and Mclntyre [3].
Asymmetry in overall size was estimated using centroid size (CS). The CS for each side of each
picture for each individual skull was calculated as the square root of the sum of squared distances
from a set of landmarks to their centroid [15]. Each skull was scaled to the unit CS in the
analysis to eliminate the effect of individual size.
We analyzed the FA of shape by superimposing the configurations of landmarks using the
Procrustes method [3,13]. First, landmark configurations of the left sides of the skulls are
reflected to their mirror images to align corresponding landmarks of right and left sides. After
configurations are scaled to unit CS, the points with average coordinates and configurations are
rotated around their centroid to achieve the best fit. The output of the Procrustes procedure
contains the coordinates of superimposed landmarks. Asymmetry can then be measured as the
deviations between the pairs of the corresponding superimposed landmarks.
To estimate the FA of total skull size, we used an ANOVA with CS as the dependent
variable, side as a fixed effect and individuals as a random effect as recommended by Palmer [9].
To assess the FA of skull shape, we calculated the overall sums of squares for each of the main
effects, interaction term and the error by adding the individual sums of squares for each of the
effects across the X and Y coordinates [3]. The interaction term in this model represents the
variation in left-right differences among individuals, which is a measure of FA The
measurement error was used to test for the significance of the individual*side interaction effect.
The variance component of the interaction term provides an unbiased estimate of FA in each
population. Degrees of freedom were calculated using the Satterthwaite approximation as
suggested by Palmer [9]. Degrees of freedom for the Procrustes ANOVA were the degrees of
freedom for each of the effects multiplied by the number of landmark coordinates minus four [3].
Differences in individual population FAs were tested using pairwise F-tests. All probabilities
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generated from F-tests were tested with a sequential Bonferroni procedure as suggested by
Palmer [9].
3. R E S U L T S

Normality of frequency distributions of CS for each population and each species were addressed
using Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests of the frequency distribution of the centroid sizes compared to
an expected normal distribution. The frequency distributions of our data for each population
were inspected for the presence of bimodality (antisymmetry) or unusual outliers. After
adjusting the overall error rate to the 0.05 leveL there were no significant deviations from
normality as indicated by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.
Measurement error was addressed during F-tests. We were testing whether our FA estimate
was significantly larger than predicted due to error alone. In Vyshenky it was not possible to
calculate a reliable estimate of the FA of shape compared to the relatively high measurement
enor for A. flavicollis. We also failed to calculate the significant estimate of FA of shape in C.
glareolusfromGluboke Lake. All of the other measurements of FA of size and shape were
statistically significant (p < 0.05; Table 1).
FA of size was significantly greater than the variance expected due to the measurement error
for all populations except that of A. flavicollis in Vyshenky. Thus, this population was not used
in the pairwise comparison. FA of size was significantly higher at Gluboke Lake than in the
reference populations for A. flavicollis (Table 1). FA of shape was not different between
populations of C. glareolus in Lysychyntsi and Vyshenky. Measurements of FA of size were
always higher in populations of C. glareolus then in A. flavicollis from the same locations.
FA of shape was significantly larger than the variance expected due to measurement error
for all the populations. The FAs of shape in Gluboke Lake was significantly greater in FA
compared to the other two populations both for A. flavicollis and C. glareolus (Table 1, Fig. 1,2).
Measurements of FA of shape also did not differ from each other at the same locations between
the two different species (p > 0.05, Table 1).
4. DISCUSSION
Fluctuating asymmetry (FA) refers to the difference between the right and left sides in characters
that should otherwise be bilaterally symmetrical. It is likely to be a consequence of epigenetic
stress that affects individuals during development. Ionizing radiation should impose stress on
individual animals in the Chornobyl contaminated landscapes. We predicted that higher values
of FA would be observed in animals of different species of small mammals from the
contaminated site closest to the failed reactor as compared to those from the untxmtaminated
reference sites.
Overall, a higher level of FA was documented for the population in closest proximity to the
failed Chornobyl reactor for the asymmetry of both size and shape in two species of small
mammals. Fluctuating asymmetry of shape was higher in the population from Gluboke Lake
than in two reference populations outside the contaminated site. In turn, reference populations
were not different from each other. FA of size was always higher for C. glareolus than for A.
flavicollis. Finally, levels of asymmetry of shape were the same in two different species from the
same locations.
FA has been extensively used as a measure of developmental stability because of it's presumed
environmental basis.
However, the environmental influence of stress on developmental
instability and consequently on FA as its measure is not straightforward. Genetic components of
FA are generally low, whereas the environmental components are usually high.
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Table 1: Estimated values of the fluctuating asymmetry (FA) of size and shape for two different species of small
mammals from a population i n Chornobyl (Gluboke Lake) and two reference populations (Lysychyntsi and
Vyshenky). Significant values at p < 0.05 are underlined. Degrees of freedom are calculated with Satterthwaite
procedure. Differences between populations are tested with pairwise F-tests. P-values for the pairwise comparisons
are Bonferroni corrected. Populations that were significantly different in the pairwise F A cornparisons are indicated
in the last column. Values that are sigmficanfly different are marked by different letters (F-test, A7B, p < 0.05).

Clethrionomys slareolus

Apodemus flavicollis
Pairwise
N
d.f.
FA values Pairwise
Comparisons
Comparisons

FA of Size

N

d.f.

FA values

1. Lysychyntsi

15

14

2.159xl0-°

2. Gluboke Lake

12

11

3. Vyshenky

2.576X10"

7

A

15

11
7

8

1.07xl0-°

not tested

13

7

A

17

1

1.49xl0-°

08

A

15

329

7.49X10-

0 7

20

19

1.372xl0-°

15

352

8.766x10-

4.05X10-

0 8

8

A
B

not tested

FA of shape

1. Lysychyntsi
2. Gluboke Lake
3. Vyshenky

12
20

234
489

1.556xl0-°
7.512x10-

7

08

B

A

13
17

366
457

1.64x1c

0 8

07

9.36x10-

08

A
B
A

Similar estimates of FA of shape in two rodent species are consistent with the hypothesis
that FA has mostly environmental origins. On the other hand, FA of size was always higher for
C. glareolus than A. flavicollis.
This finding may reflect differences in the specifics of the
natural history for these two species. However, what causes the difference to appear in the size
asymmetry but not in the shape asymmetry is not clear. Our study demonstrated an almost two
fold increase in FA of shape in the contaminated populations from Chornobyl area for two
species of small mammals as compared to their reference populations. Many otherfieldstudies
have linked toxic agents in contaminated areas and demonstrated FA as an indicator of
environmental quality. Radiation from Chornobyl affected levels of FA in three species of plants
in areas near the Chornobyl Exclusion Zone [5]. Several studies demonstrated plants increase
their FAs close to sources of aerial contamination [2,4]. In mammals, high heavy metal
concentrations were correlated with high FA values in common shrews [11]. Gray seals have
also been reported to have higher levels of FA in highly polluted areas versus those in relatively
pristine reference areas [16].
In conclusion, FA of skulls in A. flavicollis mice may represent an indicator of the level of
radioactive contarnination in the animal's environment. Highly contaminated populations of a
small mammal species expressed significantly higher levels of FA calculated both as asymmetry
of size and shape in two species of small mammals. Fluctuating asymmetry of shape was higher
in the population from Gluboke Lake then in two reference populations south and northfromthe
contaminated site. FA of size was always higher for C. glareolus than A. flavicollis. Finally,
levels of asymmetry of shape were the same in two different species from the same locations.
These are relatively large effects in comparison to those previously found for plants and
swallows. FA can be a cheap, easily determined and sensitive indicator of radiation-induced
stress in small mammals. FA can be used to prioritize environments for remediation efforts and
to efficiendy evaluate the effectiveness of remediation efforts.
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Figure 1: Fluctuating asymmetry (FA) estimates in Clethrionomys glareolus. Values that are significantly different
are marked by different letters separately for F A of size and F A of shape. Values that are significantly different are
marked by different letters (F-test, A#B, p < 0.05). Value of F A of size was not significantly different from zero
duetothe large amounts of variance other than F A at Gluboke Lake (p > 0.05, ns).
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Rgure 2: Flucmrafing asymmetry (FA) estimates in Apodemus flavicollis. Values that are significantly different are
""rod by different letters separately for F A of size and F A of shape. Values that are significantly different are
marked by different letters (F-test, A=£B, n < 0.05). Value of F A of size was not significantly different from zero at
Vyshenky (p> 0.05, ns).
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